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About Us

Mission
Statement

Founded by Academy Award winning VFX specialists & digital solution

To revolutionise the media industry we combine our access to renowned film &

innovators with a collective experience of over 80 years, AMG.Media Group

TV professionals, inspiring tech innovations, and the latest in VFX training for

finances and co-produces films, television, and commercial content. Plus, we also

all industries and individuals. With exciting and dynamic global collaborators

develop our own digital technology & educational solutions through our

to support us, AMG aims for extraordinary potential with universal assistance,

subsidiaries The Division & Violet.

lucrative production turnarounds, and unrivalled costs.

Pandemic Ready
INDUSTRY PROBLEM
Before COVID-19, brands and organisations have at one time or another, been faced with major challenges when it comes to creating phenomenal content that speaks to
their audiences. Now in light of this pandemic, brands have been forced to adapt to new problems in the creative content process. These include, using production
methods that will cost less, require shorter production schedules and involve less human and live action production as possible to adhere to new lock down rules.
So far clients have fallen into one of three main categories: those who’ve either halted their current campaigns or postponed their short-term plans for new campaigns;
those who are planning new or revised campaigns based on expectations of post-lockdown market trends; and those who are finding opportunities right now to
advertise.

OUR SOLUTION
At AMG we have our subsidiary, the Division, to specialize in VFX production and VFX research and development department, focusing on advanced VFX scenes that
are otherwise considered too expensive, impractical, or simply unattainable to capture on film.

With The Division we have innovated an in-house pipeline that allows us to complete work with a faster turnaround and cheaper cost, all the while maintaining industry
standards of quality and expertise. Other VFX houses are still using old techniques, practices, and existing platforms that make it impossible for them to capture
sequences as fast and as aﬀordable as we can.

Our Services

Our Service Offering
We oﬀer unique access to award-winning multimedia professionals, the latest in state-of-the-art immersive technology,
and VFX education programmes. We guarantee our business collaborations deliver fast and inspired production turnaround without an intimidating price tag.

Our services are for Film, TV Series and Commercial production.
•

Service oﬀering:

‣ VISUAL FX
‣ FILM
‣ EDUCATION

SERVICE: Visual FX
Our Visual FX services are fully virtualised. Our virtual production capabilities are catered to provide continuous
production during the pandemic period. Allowing our clients to continue business as usual.

• VFX PRE-PRODUCTION
We conceptualise the project closely with our clients to define and develop the best creative and technical
strategy via our tailored in-house creative consultancy.

• Storyboarding - A vast network of artists envision our clients ideas with conceptual art and
development research.

• Pre-Visualisation - Clients will perceive the final look and visual tones that satisfy their requirements
before production to avoid paying for adjustments further along the project.

• VFX ON-SET
To ensure the idea is perfectly executed after conceptualisation, we provide a scope of national and international
on-set production crew and visual eﬀects supervisors.

• VFX Supervisor - Our global structure of creative executives in the media and technology industries
provides limitless versatility and supervision, certifying that projects are achieved immaculately and on
time. The on-set VFX supervisors we oﬀer support the Directors and Cinematographers to film the
needed footage to seamlessly transform reality into unforgettable digital graphics.

SERVICE: Visual FX
• VFX PRODUCTION
Our highly experienced, award-winning artists and technicians use the very latest in digital innovations to provide:
We provide high quality, Reliable and secured VFX production services.

What Our VFX Covers
3D
•
•
•
•
•

Modelling
Texturing
Animation
FX
Tracking

•
•
•
•
•

2D
Lighting
Layout
Crowed Replacement
Research & Development
Asset Management

•
•
•
•
•
•

Cosmetics
Set Extension
Skies / Weather
Object Removal
Sign Replacement
Composition

•
•
•
•

Screen Replacements
Paint Effects and Rotoscope
Custom Graphics over Picture
Light Effects, Fire, Explosions,
Blood & Gore.
• Green & Blue Screen

Our VFX teams create the impossible; our global network of artists, engineers, and technology gurus bring life to
any filmmaker’s vision in any part of the world. With a transparent and quick communication service, we can
effectively prioritise filmmaker’s needs to deliver the quality standards any Hollywood studio would expect.
No matter how big or small the concept, we’ll make sure it is unforgettable. Be it a full conceptualisation for a
feature film, few action-packed scenes, or just realistic visuals for a commercial, we can do it in record time
without dampening our quality control.

SERVICE: Film
• FINANCING FILM & TV
AMG has built a significant network of Hollywood A-lister producers, directors, actors, screenwriters, and
cinematographers. We built these relationships within our 10 years in the motion picture and entertainment circles,
which allows us to have exclusive access to new and mainstream motion picture scripts ready to start production.
These scripts have already accumulated heavy interest from Hollywood icons and commercial appeal. We bring
private investment from a financial group hedge fund who will assist us to raise capital for A-list films. We also
welcome private investors who have a special interest and love for film and all the magic it entails.
Our industry expert team manages investors risk and enhances capital returns by:
• Strategically investing our investors capital in projects where we have alignment with cohesive slate
development partners.
• Focusing on market segment and low to moderate budget movies that tie directly to past experience and
results.
• Securing domestic and foreign theatrical distribution/majority financing partners.
• Attaching proven writers, directors and producers to all of the films.
• Attaching a well established cast to headline the films.

SERVICE: Education
The Division, specialises in converting our work activities, projects, and common industry or technological challenges
into online and/or on-set education courses. Our partnership with CMIVFX and Laima International Training has
enabled our courses to already reach a global platform.

This service is provided through our subsidiary The Division.

• INDUSTRY PROFESSIONAL COURSES
Courses made by industry professionals with over 10 years of experience in each field. In addition of our trusted
partner CMIVFX that has over 20 years of VFX industry training with top-ranking studios around the world.

• BESPOKE COURSES
Tailoring VFX and production courses for any individual or company that require training on a particular software or
technique for film, TV or commercial.

• COMPANY TRAINING PACKAGES
Specific types of training for entire company departments on new and existing production and post-production
softwares.

VFX & VFX EDUCATION SUBSIDIERY:

The Division
The Division is our specialist department in ADVANCED VFX scenes that are otherwise considered too expensive,
impractical, or simply unattainable to capture on film. We focus on sequences such as gore effects, digital-character
doubles, destruction, big-scale liquids & fluid simulations, and creature effects work.
Discover our department The Division, pioneering in the research & development for breathtaking VFX scenes and
artistry.
Find the impossible, Possible with The Division
The Division's core VFX services:
• Digital-character doubles
• Conceptual art
• Destruction sequences
• Educational courses
• Large scale liquids & fluids scenes
• Gore effects scenes
• Animal and creature effects work.

Case Studies

COMMERCIAL PROJECT CASE STUDY:

Jovial Watch Commercial
The commercial for this Swiss timepiece brand used complete CG and 3D applications. This allowed us to take full
control over the environment and surroundings of the watch model. We were better able to harness the lighting set-up,
camera lenses, reflections and close-up shots- all such vital aspects required for showcasing the mastery and finer
details of the Jovial watch.

Click here to see the full commercial

COMMERCIAL PROJECT CASE STUDY:

Homs City Rebuild
Our COO, Hashem Alshaer, worked both as the VFX supervisor and Technical Director for this architectural project.
We created buildings to simulate a new overview for new regions of the city of Homs, Syria, during its elaborate
rebuilding project.
This was to serve as a visualisation for the new ambitious architectural facelift to the city, and at the same time
address a problem of growing skepticism among the residents of the city.

Click here to see the full commercial

COMMERCIAL PROJECT CASE STUDY:

Etisalat Telecoms TV
Commercial
The commercial was shot between 3 different international locations: UK,UAE, and India, where in several of the scenes
the actors were not together whilst shooting. Our team was on-set conducting real-time VFX to create the illusion that
all components of the commercial came together cohesively as one.

Click here to see the full commercial

COMMERCIAL PROJECT CASE STUDY:

BSF Bank Commercial
A public awareness film tackling the problem of domestic family violence. To demonstrate this brutal behaviour, the wife
and child were portrayed as crash dummies.
The film was shot using Red One digital cinema mounted on a motion-controlled rig (Milo) to capture 2 different takes
for every shot: one with the actors in green suits and one without.

Additional HDV cameras were used to shoot every action from 3 different angles to provide enough data to track and
capture the performance, and then copying it to the CG characters. For some of the more complex sequence shots, we
used AI human behaviour simulation system to mix the live performance with more violent behaviour.
Click here to see the full commercial

RECENT PROJECT: MIXED REALITY THEATRE

MOBY DICK
In association with CandshopVFX, The Division delivered more than 35 minutes of a full open ocean battle scene in
less than 40 days for the mega production for the Onassis Foundation and Theatrical Stages of 'Moby Dick'.

Our Project strategy:
•
•
•
•

We conceptualised the design for the choreographies of the battleship scenes.
Ocean creatures (whales, seagulls and sharks) were modelled, textured, rigged and animated by our team.
35 minutes of simulating and rendering multiple layers of open ocean scenes with ships battling multiple creatures.
Our in-house VFX and CG simulation and rendering tools developed an effective pipeline, which enabled us to work,
net-sim, render, and communicate with the production team between Greece and the USA.
• With our great collaboration with CandyshopVFX, we delivered the shots on time for screening day.

Produced in partnership with CandyShop VFX

RECENT PROJECT: INDIE-FEATURE FILM

TRANSFERENCE
We co-produced Transference: A Love Story, with Contro Vento films in 2019. The film has since won five
international awards: SR Socially relevant Film Festival New York, Anatolia International Film Festival, Arizona
International Film festival, Zoroaster Award (Italian Film festival), and Buenos Aires International Film Festival. From
this opportunity we secured a five year international distribution contract with 1091 Media, New York, U.S.A.
We provided:
• Music production through business collaborations and partnerships.
• Distribution
• Post-production & VFX
• 300 shots delivered in 3 months

Digital Links
Link to IMDB
Distribution channel:
• Apple TV (Link here)
• Apple Itunes (Link Here)
• Youtube Trailer (Link here)

Our Film Clients
The list below is of some of the film production studios our team has worked for:

Our Commercial Clients
The list below is of some of the brands our team has provided worked for:

Our Team

Poya Shohani
Founder / CEO

Hashem Alshaer
Co-Founder / CCO

Haider Tanveer
Senior Marketing
Manager

David Wilson
Executive Producer

Shoka Shohani
Copywriter

Mani Singh
Film Investment
Director

Raffaello Degruttolla
Film Department
Director

Anvay Pandya
Business & Operations
Director

Eric Morris
Business Development
Manager

ARCHETYPE MEDIA GROUP

GLOBAL PARTNERS
AMG.Media Group works with global entities that have come together to bring this unique service oﬀering in Film/
Commercial production.

Our strength is underpinned by the high calibre of our strategic global partners.

Global Offices
UK - LONDON ADDRESS
6th Floor, Berkeley Square House, Mayfair,
London W1J 6BE

UAE - ABU DHABI ADDRESS
802A, Twofour54, 769318 Alsalam st, Abu Dhabi,
UAE

USA - TEXAS ADDRESS
1674 Knobhill Dr, Brownsville, 78520. Texas, USA

Contact Us
WEBSITE
www.archetypemediagroup.com

EMAIL
info@archetypemg.com

